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First World Cat Problems - 2018-08-16
Being woken from an 8-hour nap by a car alarm. Fed tuna for dinner two
days in a row. Going outside, only to realise instantly you want to be
inside. Catching your owner looking at other cats on the internet. Losing
your favourite toy under the sofa, and only having 64 others to choose
from. This is just a handful of the many problems faced every day by a
first-world cat. This book is finally giving him a voice. Because yes, the
cat may have got the cream. But it probably wasn’t Waitrose extra thick
double cream. And that’s the only kind he likes.
The Penguin Book of English Verse - P J Keegan 2004-09-30
This ambitious and revelatory collection turns the traditional chronology
of anthologies on its head, listing poems according to their first
individual appearance in the language rather than by poet.
Every Penguin in the World - Charles Bergman 2020-04-14
“Through powerful stories and beautiful photographs, Every Penguin in
the World is a celebration of these delightful birds and a call for their
conservation. This is a book of joy, love, and hope for penguins and the
world.” —Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE, Founder of the Jane Goodall Institute &
UN Messenger of Peace Both a love letter and a call to action, this
narrative and photographic book chronicles the author and his wife in
their quest to see every penguin species on the planet. In the process, he
muses about adventure, conservation, and what it is about penguins that
captures our hearts. Every Penguin in the World tracks authorphotographer Charles Bergman's forays around the southern
hemisphere--from the Galapagos to South Africa to the Antarctic--in his
quest to see all 18 species of penguins in the world. The sections of the
book are organized around themes of adventure, science and
conservation, and pilgrimage--in which stories of each penguin species
will be touched upon. This endearing and thought-provoking book
beautifully combines narrative and photography to capture the plight and
the experience of penguins worldwide. The author and his wife
developed a passion after seeing their first penguin species and have
since spent years traveling far and wide to see each variety of penguin in
its natural habitat.
Ten Days that Shook the World - John Reed 1919
Ten Days That Shook the World (1919) is a book by the American
journalist and socialist John Reed about the October Revolution in Russia
in 1917, which Reed experienced firsthand. Reed followed many of the
prominent Bolshevik leaders closely during his time in Russia. John Reed
died in 1920, shortly after the book was finished, and he is one of the few
Americans buried at the Kremlin Wall Necropolis in Moscow, a site
normally reserved only for the most prominent Soviet leaders. THIS book
is a slice of intensified; history as I saw it. It does not pretend to be
anything but a detailed account of the Russian Revolution, when the
Bolsheviki, at the head of the workers and soldiers, seized the state
power of Russia and placed it in the hands of the Soviets. John Reed John
Reed was on an assignment for The Masses, a magazine of socialist
politics, when he was reporting the Russian Revolution. Although Reed
states that he had "tried to see events with the eye of a conscientious
reporter, interested in setting down the truth" during the time of the
event, he stated in the preface that "in the struggle my sympathies were
not neutral" (since the book leans towards the Bolsheviks and their
viewpoints) Before John Reed left for Russia, the Espionage Act was
passed on June 15, 1917, which fined and imprisoned anyone who
interfered with the recruiting of soldiers and prohibited the mailing of
any newspaper or magazine that promoted such sentiments. The U. S.
Post Office was also given leave to deny any mailing that fitted these
standards from further postal delivery, and then to disqualify a magazine
because it had missed a mailing (due to the ban) and hence was no
longer considered a "regular publication." Because of this, The Masses
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was forced by the United States federal government to cease publication
in the fall of 1917, after refusing to change the magazine's policy against
the war. The Liberator, founded by Max Eastman under his and his
sister's private control, published John Reed's articles concerning the
Russian Revolution instead. In an effort to ensure the magazine's
survival, Eastman compromised and tempered its views accordingly.
Upon returning from Russia during April 1918 from Kristiania in Norway,
after being barred from either traveling to the United States or returning
to Russia since February 23 by the State Department, Reed's trunk of
notes and materials on the revolution--which included Russian handbills,
newspapers, and speeches--were seized by custom officials, who
interrogated him for four hours over his activities in Russia during the
previous eight months. Michael Gold, an eyewitness to Reed's arrival to
Manhattan, recalls how "a swarm of Department of Justice men stripped
him, went over every inch of his clothes and baggage, and put him
through the usual inquisition. Reed had been sick with ptomaine on the
boat
The Penguin History of the World - J. M. Roberts 2014-09-30
The completely updated edition of J. M. Roberts and Odd Arne Westad's
widely acclaimed, landmark bestseller The Penguin History of the World
For generations of readers The Penguin History of the World has been
one of the great cultural experiences - the entire story of human
endeavour laid out in all its grandeur and folly, drama and pain in a
single authoritative book. Now, for the first time, it has been completely
overhauled for its 6th edition - not just bringing it up to date, but revising
it throughout in the light of new research and discoveries, such as the
revolution in our understanding of many civilizations in the Ancient
World. The closing sections of the book reflect what now seems to be the
inexorable rise of Asia and the increasingly troubled situation in the
West. About the authors: J.M. Roberts, CBE, published The Penguin
History of the World in 1976 to immediate acclaim. His other major
books include The Paris Commune from the Right, The Triumph of the
West (which was also a successful television series), The Penguin History
of Europe and The Penguin History of the Twentieth Century. He died in
2003. Odd Arne Westad, FBA, is Professor of International History at the
London School of Economics. He has published fifteen books on modern
and contemporary international history, among them The Global Cold
War, which won the Bancroft Prize, and Decisive Encounters, a standard
history of the Chinese civil war. He also served as general co-editor of
the Cambridge History of the Cold War.
The First World War - John Keegan 2012-11-21
The First World War created the modern world. A conflict of
unprecedented ferocity, it abruptly ended the relative peace and
prosperity of the Victorian era, unleashing such demons of the twentieth
century as mechanized warfare and mass death. It also helped to usher
in the ideas that have shaped our times--modernism in the arts, new
approaches to psychology and medicine, radical thoughts about
economics and society--and in so doing shattered the faith in rationalism
and liberalism that had prevailed in Europe since the Enlightenment.
With The First World War, John Keegan, one of our most eminent military
historians, fulfills a lifelong ambition to write the definitive account of
the Great War for our generation. Probing the mystery of how a
civilization at the height of its achievement could have propelled itself
into such a ruinous conflict, Keegan takes us behind the scenes of the
negotiations among Europe's crowned heads (all of them related to one
another by blood) and ministers, and their doomed efforts to defuse the
crisis. He reveals how, by an astonishing failure of diplomacy and
communication, a bilateral dispute grew to engulf an entire continent.
But the heart of Keegan's superb narrative is, of course, his analysis of
the military conflict. With unequalled authority and insight, he recreates
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the nightmarish engagements whose names have become legend-Verdun, the Somme and Gallipoli among them--and sheds new light on
the strategies and tactics employed, particularly the contributions of
geography and technology. No less central to Keegan's account is the
human aspect. He acquaints us with the thoughts of the intriguing
personalities who oversaw the tragically unnecessary catastrophe--from
heads of state like Russia's hapless tsar, Nicholas II, to renowned
warmakers such as Haig, Hindenburg and Joffre. But Keegan reserves
his most affecting personal sympathy for those whose individual efforts
history has not recorded--"the anonymous millions, indistinguishably
drab, undifferentially deprived of any scrap of the glories that by
tradition made the life of the man-at-arms tolerable." By the end of the
war, three great empires--the Austro-Hungarian, the Russian and the
Ottoman--had collapsed. But as Keegan shows, the devastation ex-tended
over the entirety of Europe, and still profoundly informs the politics and
culture of the continent today. His brilliant, panoramic account of this
vast and terrible conflict is destined to take its place among the classics
of world history. With 24 pages of photographs, 2 endpaper maps, and 15
maps in text
The Penguin Book of Hell - Scott G. Bruce 2018-09-04
"From the Bible through Dante and up to Treblinka and Guantánamo
Bay, here is a rich source for nightmares." --The New York Times Book
Review Three thousand years of visions of Hell, from the ancient Near
East to modern America From the Hebrew Bible's shadowy realm of
Sheol to twenty-first-century visions of Hell on earth, The Penguin Book
of Hell takes us through three thousand years of eternal damnation.
Along the way, you'll take a ferry ride with Aeneas to Hades, across the
river Acheron; meet the Devil as imagined by a twelfth-century Irish
monk--a monster with a thousand giant hands; wander the nine circles of
Hell in Dante's Inferno, in which gluttons, liars, heretics, murderers, and
hypocrites are made to endure crime-appropriate torture; and witness
the debates that raged in Victorian England when new scientific
advances cast doubt on the idea of an eternal hereafter. Drawing upon
religious poetry, epics, theological treatises, stories of miracles, and
accounts of saints' lives, this fascinating volume of hellscapes illuminates
how Hell has long haunted us, in both life and death.
The Penguin History of the Second World War - Guy Wint 1999-09-02
First published in 1972 under the title TOTAL WAR, THE PENGUIN
HISTORY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR was designed by its authors to
show a rising generation why the Second World War happened and how
it was conducted. In this bold feat of compression they give as much
stress and space to political, social and moral forces (not to mention
intelligence and other activities 'behind the line') as to the ensuing
clashes of arms. This acclaimed analysis of the causes and courses of the
Second World War has stood the tests of time and criticism.
The History of the World - John Morris Roberts 2013
A survey of the major events, developments, and personalities that have
shaped human history.
The Penguin Book of First World War Stories - Ann-Marie Einhaus
2007-10-25
An anthology of Great War short stories by British writers, both famous
and lesser-known authors, men and women, during the war and after its
end. These stories are able to illustrate the impact of the Great War on
British society and culture and the many modes in which short fiction
contributed to the war's literature. The selection covers different
periods: the war years themselves, the famous boom years of the late
1920s to the more recent past in which the First World War has received
new cultural interest.
Around the World in Seventy-Two Days and Other Writings - Nellie Bly
2014-04-29
The first edited volume of work by the legendary undercover journalist
Born Elizabeth Jane Cochran, Nellie Bly was one of the first and best
female journalists in America and quickly became a national
phenomenon in the late 1800s, with a board game based on her
adventures and merchandise inspired by the clothes she wore. Bly gained
fame for being the first “girl stunt reporter,” writing stories that no one
at the time thought a woman could or should write, including an exposé
of patient treatment at an insane asylum and a travelogue from her
record-breaking race around the world without a chaperone. This
volume, the only printed and edited collection of Bly’s writings, includes
her best known works—Ten Days in a Mad-House, Six Months in Mexico,
and Around the World in Seventy-Two Days—as well as many lesser
known pieces that capture the breadth of her career from her fierce
opinion pieces to her remarkable World War I reporting. As 2014 marks
the 150th anniversary of Bly’s birth, this collection celebrates her work,
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spirit, and vital place in history. For more than seventy years, Penguin
has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents
a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative
texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
To Hell and Back - Ian Kershaw 2015-11-17
"Chilling... To Hell and Back should be required reading in every
chancellery, every editorial cockpit and every place where peevish
Euroskeptics do their thinking…. Kershaw documents each and every
‘ism’ of his analysis with extraordinary detail and passionate
humanism."—The New York Times Book Review The Penguin History of
Europe series reaches the twentieth century with acclaimed scholar Ian
Kershaw’s long-anticipated analysis of the pivotal years of World War I
and World War II. The European catastrophe, the long continuous period
from 1914 to 1949, was unprecedented in human history—an
extraordinarily dramatic, often traumatic, and endlessly fascinating
period of upheaval and transformation. This new volume in the Penguin
History of Europe series offers comprehensive coverage of this
tumultuous era. Beginning with the outbreak of World War I through the
rise of Hitler and the aftermath of the Second World War, award-winning
British historian Ian Kershaw combines his characteristic original
scholarship and gripping prose as he profiles the key decision makers
and the violent shocks of war as they affected the entire European
continent and radically altered the course of European history. Kershaw
identifies four major causes for this catastrophe: an explosion of ethnicracist nationalism, bitter and irreconcilable demands for territorial
revisionism, acute class conflict given concrete focus through the
Bolshevik Revolution, and a protracted crisis of capitalism. Incisive,
brilliantly written, and filled with penetrating insights, To Hell and Back
offers an indispensable study of a period in European history whose
effects are still being felt today.
The Penguin Book of First World War Prose - Jon Glover 1990
First World War Poetry - Jon Silkin 1997-02-01
A selection of poetry written during World War I. In the introduction Jon
Silkin traces the changing mood of the poets - from patriotism through
anger and compassion to an active desire for social change. The book
includes work by Sassoon, Owen, Blunden, Rosenberg, Hardy and
Lawrence.
The Good Son: a Story from the First World War, Told in
Miniature - Pierre-Jacques Ober 2019-05-14
A young WWI soldier's unauthorized visit home has dire consequences in
a haunting story reimagined in miniature tableaux. About one hundred
years ago, the whole world went to war. The war was supposed to last
months. It lasted years. It is Christmastime, 1914, and World War I
rages. A young French soldier named Pierre had quietly left his regiment
to visit his family for two days, and when he returned, he was
imprisoned. Now he faces execution for desertion, and as he waits in
isolation, he meditates on big questions: the nature of patriotism, the
horrors of war, the joys of friendship, the love of family, and how even in
times of danger, there is a whole world inside every one of us. And how
sometimes that world is the only refuge. Its publication coinciding with
the centennial of the signing of the Treaty of Versailles, this moving and
sparely narrated story, based on true events, is reenacted in fascinating
miniature scenes that convey the emotional complexity of the tale. Notes
from the creators explore the innovative process and their personal
connection to the story.
Whiteblack the Penguin Sees the World - H. A. Rey 2004-05-25
Young readers and listeners will delight in White-black’s world-wide
adventure. Tune in as he journeys around the globe looking for stories
for his radio show. This resealable package comes with a paperback and
a two-sided cassette tape. The professionally narrated audio production
includes lively sound effects and original music. Side one includes pageturn signals; side two features an uninterrupted reading.
The Vanquished - Robert Gerwarth 2016-11-15
A Times Literary Supplement Best Book of 2016 An epic, groundbreaking
account of the ethnic and state violence that followed the end of World
War I—conflicts that would shape the course of the twentieth century For
the Western Allies, November 11, 1918, has always been a solemn
date—the end of fighting that had destroyed a generation, but also a
vindication of a terrible sacrifice with the total collapse of the principal
enemies: the German Empire, Austria-Hungary, and the Ottoman
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Empire. But for much of the rest of Europe this was a day with no
meaning, as a continuing, nightmarish series of conflicts engulfed
country after country. In The Vanquished, a highly original and gripping
work of history, Robert Gerwarth asks us to think again about the true
legacy of the First World War. In large part it was not the fighting on the
Western Front that proved so ruinous to Europe’s future, but the
devastating aftermath, as countries on both sides of the original conflict
were savaged by revolutions, pogroms, mass expulsions, and further
major military clashes. In the years immediately after the armistice,
millions would die across central, eastern, and southeastern Europe
before the Soviet Union and a series of rickety and exhausted small new
states would come into being. It was here, in the ruins of Europe, that
extreme ideologies such as fascism would take shape and ultimately
emerge triumphant. As absorbing in its drama as it is unsettling in its
analysis, The Vanquished is destined to transform our understanding of
not just the First World War but the twentieth century as a whole.
Penguin Chicks - Ruth Owen 2012-08-01
Through the bitter Antarctic winter, a father emperor penguin nurtures
and broods a large egg while his partner is out at sea, feeding. When the
chick hatches, mom returns from the ocean to meet her new baby for the
first time and bring it a nourishing meal of regurgitated fish. So begins
the life of one of the most fascinating birds on Earth! In Penguin Chicks,
readers will learn the details of how these baby birds grow up in a
penguin nursery among thousands of other chicks. Each little penguin
grows bigger and bigger until the day when its parents no longer arrive
with a meal. Then the chick must trek to the freezing ocean to look for
fish and begin its adult life. The colorful interior spreads and gorgeous
photos of penguin chicks are sure to delight emergent readers.
Three Poets of the First World War - Ivor Gurney 2012-03-27
An essential new collection of poetry from the First World War This
indispensable anthology brings together the works of three major poets
from the First World War. Ivor Gurney (1890-1937) was a classical music
composer and poet who published two volumes of poems, Severn and
Somme and War's Embers. Wilfred Owen's (1893- 1918) realistic poetry
is remarkable for its details of war and combat. Isaac Rosenberg's
(1890-1918) Poems from the Trenches is widely considered one of the
finest examples of war poetry from the period. Carefully selected by Jon
Stallworthy, a professor emeritus of English at the University of Oxford,
these poems comprise a landmark publication that reflects the disparate
experiences of war through the voices of the soldiers themselves. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
The Penguin Book of Rock & Roll Writing - Clinton Heylin 1992
Gathers essays on rock history and performers by Nik Cohn, Paul
Williams, Richard Meltzer, Jon Landau, Greil Marcus, and Lester Bangs
Penguin Days - Sara Leach 2019-02-15
Lauren and her family drive to a farm in North Dakota to visit relatives
and celebrate her Aunt Jossie’s wedding. But Lauren finds to her dismay
that she is expected to do more than meet adults who hug her and invade
her personal space. Lauren is going to be—horror of all horrors—a flower
girl. Lauren has Autism Spectrum Disorder, and she sees the world a
little differently from other kids. What makes her comfortable are her
routines and her coping mechanisms for her anxiety, which can get out
of control in no time. So it is a challenge to deal with her rambunctious
cousins, try on scratchy dresses, and follow impossible directions about
going down aisles slowly-but-not-like-a-sloth and tossing pretend flowers
around. So is it any surprise that Lauren flips her lid more than once?
But while having an extended family seems like a lot of trouble at first,
she’s about to learn just how much they can care for one another. In
Penguin Days, two award winners revisit second-grader Lauren from the
acclaimed Slug Days with equal humor and empathy. Drawing on her
experience teaching children with ASD, Sara Leach creates an energetic
character who stomps eloquently off the page. And Rebecca Bender’s
delightful black-and-white illustrations show in Lauren’s fraught
situations and facial expressions all the love and assertiveness that could
possibly dwell together in one unique little person.
Amazonian - Dea Birkett 1998
A collection of previously unpublished women's travel writing, including
contributions from the editors and Kate Pullinger, Suzanne Moore, Mary
Russell, Lucretia Stewart, Imogen Stubbs, Shena MacKay, Kathleen
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Jamie, Urvashi Butalia, Lesley Downer.
The Penguin Book of First World War Stories - Various 2007-10-25
A remarkable anthology of short fiction written during and after World
War I captures the impact of the Great War on British culture and society
in works by Arthur Conan Doyle, John Buchan, Rudyard Kipling,
Katherine Mansfield, Robert Graves, Muriel Spark, Joseph Conrad, W.
Somerset Maugham, D. H. Lawrence, and others. Original.
The Penguin Book of Haiku - 2018-05-31
The first Penguin anthology of Japanese haiku, in vivid new translations
by Adam L. Kern. Now a global poetry, the haiku was originally a
Japanese verse form that flourished from the sixteenth to nineteenth
centuries. Although renowned for its brevity, usually running three lines
long in seventeen syllables, and by its use of natural imagery to make
Zen-like observations about reality, in fact the haiku is much more: it can
be erotic, funny, crude and mischievous. Presenting over a thousand
exemplars in vivid and engaging translations, this anthology offers an
illuminating introduction to this widely celebrated, if misunderstood, art
form. Adam L. Kern's new translations are accompanied here by the
original Japanese and short commentaries on the poems, as well as an
introduction and illustrations from the period.
The Penguin Book of First World War Poetry - Jon Silkin 1996
Presents a collection of poetry from the First World War by such authors
as Thomas Hardy, Edward Thomas, Siegfried Sassoon, Rudyard Kipling,
Wilfred Owen, and Isaac Rosenberg.
The Penguin Book of Migration Literature - Dohra Ahmad 2019-09-17
[Ahmad's] "introduction is fiery and charismatic... This book
encompasses the diversity of experience, with beautiful variations and
stories that bicker back and forth." --Parul Sehgal, The New York Times
The first global anthology of migration literature featuring works by
Mohsin Hamid, Zadie Smith, Marjane Satrapi, Salman Rushdie, and
Warsan Shire, with a foreword by Edwidge Danticat, author of
Everything Inside A Penguin Classic Every year, three to four million
people move to a new country. From war refugees to corporate expats,
migrants constantly reshape their places of origin and arrival. This
selection of works collected together for the first time brings together
the most compelling literary depictions of migration. Organized in four
parts (Departures, Arrivals, Generations, and Returns), The Penguin
Book of Migration Literature conveys the intricacy of worldwide
migration patterns, the diversity of immigrant experiences, and the
commonalities among many of those diverse experiences. Ranging widely
across the eighteenth through twenty-first centuries, across every
continent of the earth, and across multiple literary genres, the anthology
gives readers an understanding of our rapidly changing world, through
the eyes of those at the center of that change. With thirty carefully
selected poems, short stories, and excerpts spanning three hundred
years and twenty-five countries, the collection brings together
luminaries, emerging writers, and others who have earned a wide
following in their home countries but have been less recognized in the
Anglophone world. Editor of the volume Dohra Ahmad provides a
contextual introduction, notes, and suggestions for further exploration.
The Penguin Book of Outer Space Exploration - John Logsdon
2018-09-11
The fascinating story of how NASA sent humans to explore outer space,
told through a treasure trove of historical documents--publishing in
celebration of NASA's 60th anniversary and with a foreword by Bill Nye
"An extremely useful and thought provoking documentary journey
through the maze of space history. There is no wiser or more
experienced navigator through the twists and turns and ups and downs
than John Logsdon." -James Hansen, New York Times bestselling author
of First Man, now a feature film starring Ryan Gosling and Claire Foy
Among all the technological accomplishments of the last century, none
has captured our imagination more deeply than the movement of humans
into outer space. From Sputnik to SpaceX, the story of that journey-including the inside history of our voyages to the moon depicted in First
Man--is told as never before in The Penguin Book of Outer Space
Exploration. Renowned space historian John Logsdon traces the greatest
moments in human spaceflight by weaving together essential, fascinating
documents from NASA's history with his expert narrative guidance.
Beginning with rocket genius Wernher von Braun's vision for voyaging to
Mars, and closing with Elon Musk's contemporary plan to get there, this
volume traces major events like the founding of NASA, the first American
astronauts in space, the Apollo moon landings, the Challenger disaster,
the daring Hubble Telescope repairs, and more. In these pages, we such
gems as Eisenhower's reactions to Sputnik, the original NASA astronaut
application, John Glenn's reflections on zero gravity, Kennedy's directives
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to go to the moon, discussions on what Neil Armstrong's first famous first
words should be, firsthands accounts of spaceflight, and so much more.
The Penguin Book of First World War Poetry - Matthew George Walter
2006-10-26
This anthology reflects the diversity of voices it contains: the poems are
arranged thematically and the themes reflect the different experiences of
war not just for the soldiers but for those left behind. This is what makes
this volume more accessible and satisfying than others. In addition to the
established canon there are poems rarely anthologised and a selection of
soldiers' songs to reflect the voices of the soldiers themselves.
The Penguin Book of Scottish Short Stories - J. F. Hendry 2011
Penguin brings you the finest short stories by the greatest writers 'In this
collection the heretical principle has been adopted that if a writer is
Scots, something of the Scottish spirit must inevitably emerge from his
work.' In the twenty stories collected here we are given a multi-faceted
view of Scotland, the Scots and the Scottish short story. With stories
ranging from Roman Britain through the trials of those at home during
the Second World War to a country and people determined to assert their
independence.
The First World War - Hew Strachan 2005-04-05
“This serious, compact survey of the war’s history stands out as the most
well-informed, accessible work available.” (Los Angeles Times) Nearly a
century has passed since the outbreak of World War I, yet as military
historian Hew Strachan (winner of the 2016 Pritzker Literature Award)
argues in this brilliant and authoritative new book, the legacy of the “war
to end all wars” is with us still. The First World War was a truly global
conflict from the start, with many of the most decisive battles fought in
or directly affecting the Balkans, Africa, and the Ottoman Empire. Even
more than World War II, the First World War continues to shape the
politics and international relations of our world, especially in hot spots
like the Middle East and the Balkans. Strachan has done a masterful job
of reexamining the causes, the major campaigns, and the consequences
of the First World War, compressing a lifetime of knowledge into a single
definitive volume tailored for the general reader. Written in crisp,
compelling prose and enlivened with extraordinarily vivid photographs
and detailed maps, The First World War re-creates this world-altering
conflict both on and off the battlefield—the clash of ideologies between
the colonial powers at the center of the war, the social and economic
unrest that swept Europe both before and after, the military strategies
employed with stunning success and tragic failure in the various theaters
of war, the terms of peace and why it didn’t last. Drawing on material
culled from many countries, Strachan offers a fresh, clear-sighted
perspective on how the war not only redrew the map of the world but
also set in motion the most dangerous conflicts of today. Deeply learned,
powerfully written, and soon to be released with a new introduction that
commemorates the hundredth anniversary of the outbreak of the war,
The First World War remains a landmark of contemporary history.
Edward and Annie - Caryn Rivadeneira 2022-03-08
Join penguins Edward and Annie, the famous viral sensations, as they
waddle through Chicago's Shedd Aquarium in this funny and surprising
adventure story that teaches kids and adults alike that life's biggest
changes lead to great discoveries and new friends. When Edward and
Annie wake up one day, something is different. What could it be? Join
this penguin pair on an adventure through the marine world exploring
the unknown parts of their aquarium home. As they meet the other
wonderfully strange creatures living there, these penguin friends
discover that the world is much bigger and more interesting than they
ever knew. Will they learn that different is not too bad, especially when
you're safe among your friends? Edward and Annie teaches 4 to 8-yearolds that the best adventures start with trying something new a
community is made of individuals who are each different, beautiful, and
amazing trying new things can be rewarding In this funny read-aloud
picture book by Caryn Rivadeneira, children will meet the real-life
rockhopper penguins, Edward and Annie, who made a big splash on
social media learn about the other sea animals that live at the aquarium,
including Wellington the penguin and Annik the baby beluga learn
fascinating science facts during family reading time or preschool and
elementary STEM lessons in marine biology laugh at the penguins'
curious questions and silly antics Your family will fall in love with these
sweet, energetic penguins as together you discover that the world is a
wonderful and surprising place—a place that is even better when
explored with a friend by your side!
The First World War - A J Taylor 2009-06-02
A. J. P. Taylor was one of the most acclaimed and uncompromising
historians of the twentieth century. In this clear, lively and now-classic
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account of the First World War, he tells the story of the conflict from the
German advance in the West, through the Marne, Gallipoli, the Balkans
and the War at Sea to the offensives of 1918 and the state of Europe
after the war. Containing photographs and maps, this an essential history
of the war that 'cut deep into the consciousness of modern man'.
The Penguin Book of First World War Prose - Jon Glover 1989
The Penguin Book of Mermaids - Cristina Bacchilega 2019-10-08
Dive into centuries of mermaid lore with these captivating tales from
around the world. A Penguin Classic Among the oldest and most popular
mythical beings, mermaids and other merfolk have captured the
imagination since long before Ariel sold her voice to a sea witch in the
beloved Disney film adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's "The Little
Mermaid." As far back as the eighth century B.C., sailors in Homer's
Odyssey stuffed wax in their ears to resist the Sirens, who lured men to
their watery deaths with song. More than two thousand years later, the
gullible New York public lined up to witness a mummified "mermaid"
specimen that the enterprising showman P. T. Barnum swore was real.
The Penguin Book of Mermaids is a treasury of such tales about merfolk
and water spirits from different cultures, ranging from Scottish selkies to
Hindu water-serpents to Chilean sea fairies. A third of the selections are
published here in English for the first time, and all are accompanied by
commentary that explores their undercurrents, showing us how public
perceptions of this popular mythical hybrid--at once a human and a fish-illuminate issues of gender, spirituality, ecology, and sexuality. For more
than seventy-five years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 2,000 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
The Penguin Book of Irish Short Stories - Benedict Kiely 2011
'Do the Irish have, in relation to anybody else, any special capacity for
the short story?' In this collection of thirty-eight short stories covering
many generations and moods of Irish writing, this question is
emphatically answered in the affirmative. These mercurial, intoxicating,
witty and sometimes sad stories range from Lady Gregory's moving
retelling of an ancient love story through to the extraordinary and
prolific William Trevor.
The Siege of Tsingtao: The only battle of the First World War to
be fought in East Asia: how it came about and why its aftermath is
still relevant today: Penguin Specials - Jonathan Fenby 2014-03-03
In 1914, Europe was not the only continent coming to terms with a new
form of conflict. Through a mix of complex alliances and global ambition,
the war had spread to northern China, where the German-held port of
Tsingtao became a key battleground. To strike a blow at Kaiser Wilhelm's
naval forces, Britain and its ally Japan lay siege to the port during
October and November. In The Siege of Tsingtao, the first of the Penguin
China Specials on the First World War, celebrated historian Jonathan
Fenby examines the causes of the battle, the ulterior motives for it, and
the path it helped set East Asia on for decades to come.
The Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories - Jay Rubin 2018-06-28
This fantastically varied and exciting collection celebrates the great
Japanese short story, from its modern origins in the nineteenth century
to the remarkable works being written today. Short story writers already
well-known to English-language readers are all included here - Tanizaki,
Akutagawa, Murakami, Mishima, Kawabata - but also many surprising
new finds. From Yuko Tsushima's 'Flames' to Yuten Sawanishi's 'Filling
Up with Sugar', from Shin'ichi Hoshi's 'Shoulder-Top Secretary' to
Banana Yoshimoto's 'Bee Honey', The Penguin Book of Japanese Short
Stories is filled with fear, charm, beauty and comedy. Curated by Jay
Rubin, who has himself freshly translated several of the stories, and
introduced by Haruki Murakami, this book will be a revelation to its
readers.
The Penguin Book of the Undead - Scott G. Bruce 2016-09-27
The walking dead from 15 centuries haunt this compendium of ghostly
visitations through the ages, exploring the history of our fascination with
zombies and other restless souls. Since ancient times, accounts of
supernatural activity have mystified us. Ghost stories as we know them
did not develop until the late nineteenth century, but the restless dead
haunted the premodern imagination in many forms, as recorded in
historical narratives, theological texts, and personal letters. The Penguin
Book of the Undead teems with roving hordes of dead warriors, corpses
trailed by packs of barking dogs, moaning phantoms haunting deserted
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ruins, evil spirits emerging from burning carcasses in the form of crows,
and zombies with pestilential breath. Spanning from the Hebrew
scriptures to the Roman Empire, the Scandinavian sagas to medieval
Europe, the Protestant Reformation to the Renaissance, this beguiling
array of accounts charts our relationship with spirits and apparitions,
wraiths and demons over fifteen hundred years, showing the evolution in
our thinking about the ability of dead souls to return to the realm of the
living—and to warn us about what awaits us in the afterlife. For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
The First Ten Books - Confucius 2005-08-25
Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They have
transformed the way we see ourselves - and each other. They have
inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened,

the-penguin-of-first-world-war-poetry-2nd-edn-penguin-twentieth-century-classics

outraged, provoked and comforted. They have enriched lives - and
destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers,
pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and
helped make us who we are. Perhaps the most widely read thinker of all
time, Confucius transformed Chinese philosophy with his belief that the
greatest goal in life was pursuit of 'The Way': a search for virtue not as a
means to rewards in this world or the next, but as the pinnacle of human
existence.
The Penguin Classics Book - Henry Eliot 2019-02-21
Penguin Classics is the largest and best-known classics imprint in the
world. From The Epic of Gilgamesh to the poetry of the First World War,
and covering all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history and
philosophy in between, this reader's companion encompasses 500
authors, 1,200 books and 4,000 years of world literature. Stuffed full of
stories, author biographies, book summaries and recommendations, and
illustrated with thousands of historic Penguin Classic covers, this is an
exhilarating and comprehensive guide for anyone who wants to explore
and discover the best books ever written.
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